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Seeing motion signals in noise
The brain can integrate local motion signals among noise to gain a
global perception of visual motion. The scope and limits of this ability
may reveal how the inputs to central motion systems are organized.
Motion is the key to many of the tasks the visual system
has to perform. To achieve a reliable perception of the
global direction of optical flow, the visual system must
integrate signals generated by local, direction-sensitive
mechanisms [1]. The system's performance in extracting
global motion information is often measured psycho-
physically by a signal-to-noise ratio or 'coherence
threshold'. The subject views a display containing many
dots, most of which ('noise dots') are moving at random.
Scattered among the noise dots are the 'signal dots',
which all move coherently in one direction (Fig. 1). The
coherence threshold is the fraction of signal dots required
for the subject to report correctly the direction of the
coherent motion. This task requires integration of local
directional information over a large part of the display.
Human subjects and trained macaques can typically
achieve coherence thresholds of about 5%. There is a
close relation between these behavioural coherence
thresholds, and the physiological ones shown by single
neurons in the cortical area known as V5 or MT [2,3],
damage to which seriously impairs behavioural coher-
ence thresholds [4-6]. These findings add to the evidence
that MT is involved in combining lower-level motion
signals to synthesize global motion percepts [7], a process
that can be tapped by measuring coherence thresholds.
Although it is not usually described in this way, the
coherence-threshold method can be seen as an example
of the psychophysical paradigm of masking: the subject's
task is to detect a weak test stimulus (the signal dots) in
the presence of a masking stimulus (the noise dots).
Masking is generally strongest when the test and mask are
similar, and the degree of similarity required for effective
masking is classically used to measure the extent to which
a sensory channel responds selectively to a narrow range
of stimuli [8]. Do motion coherence thresholds depend
on the noise dots being visually similar to the signal dots,
and if so does this tell us something about the selectivity
of the neural mechanisms responsible for extracting
global motion?
One example of this approach was reported at the 1994
ARVO meeting by Croner and Albright [9]. In Croner
and Albright's experiments, the moving dots were all
matched in luminance, but could be red or green
(Fig. 2a). When the signal dots and the noise dots were
the same colour (for example, both red), they found typi-
cal values for the coherence threshold. However, when
green signal dots were embedded in red noise, or vice
versa, the coherence threshold dropped by a factor of five
- it became easier to see the coherent motion of the
green dots as a group, and the red noise dots provided
very little masking effect.
Does this mean that motion information is integrated in
colour-specific channels? Neurons in MT are generally
found to be unselective for colour, and psychophysical
tests show that motion processing of purely chromatic
Fig 1. Dot patterns with different coherence values. With 100% coherence (right), all the dots share a common motion, rightwards in
this example. With 50% (centre) or 10% (left) coherence, the stated percentage of 'signal' dots share this motion, while the remainder('noise') move in random directions. The 10% case shown is slightly above the typical threshold for detecting the common motion.
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Fig. 2. Coherence threshold experiments
using inhomogeneous dots. To avoid
cluttering the figures, motion vectors for
each dot are shown by simple lines
without the arrowheads of Figure 1. (a)
Signal dots (here, green) differ in colour
from the randomly moving noise dots
(red); coherence thresholds were much
lower in this case than when signal and
noise dots were the same colour [9]. (b)
Signal dots are all lighter than the back-
ground. Where half the noise dots are
lighter and half darker than the back-
ground, as shown here, the coherence
threshold is the same as where all the
noise dots are lighter [131.
stimuli is poor. These findings have been used to support a
picture of colour and motion processing as largely sepa-
rated between parallel pathways in the brain [10], although
the picture is complicated by various ways in which colour
is now known to contribute to motion processing [11,12].
An interpretation of Croner and Albright's results in
terms of colour-specific motion channels implies a fixed
organization of neural connectivity. An alternative view
is that dynamic processes of visual segmentation are at
work. Similarities and differences in colour have power-
ful effects on perceptual grouping; a dot that is different
in colour 'pops out' from those surrounding it. The
result could be interpreted in terms of the green dots
being grouped and segmented from the red, if global
motion operations can then be applied selectively to this
grouping. In this view, the global motion mechanism
need not have colour selectivity as an intrinsic property,
but colour-sensitive grouping processes can determine
the input that it works on. The global motion mecha-
nisms could then process green dots selectively, but
such selectivity would be continually modified by the
perceptual organization of the visual array.
Colour is just one of many visual attributes that can deter-
mine grouping and segmentation, and if this view were
correct any way of making the signal dots sufficiently dis-
tinctive to be segmented should improve threshold per-
formance. However, this does not seem to be the case.
Independently of Croner and Albright, Edwards and
Badcock [13] have used a very similar method, albeit with
a different problem in mind. Their moving dots were
light or dark on a mid-grey background (Fig. 2b).
Although this might seem a similar manoeuvre to using
red and green dots - and certainly the light and dark
dots would be distinctive and readily segmented - their
result appears just the opposite of Croner and Albright's
with colour. If the signal dots were all light, then both
light and dark dots seemed to be equally effective as noise
in determining the coherence threshold. Edwards and
Badcock argue that, in the optic nerve, the dark dots
would be signalled by 'OFF' neurons, which are excited
when their receptive field centres are darker than their
surrounds, and the light dots by 'ON' neurons, excited by
brighter illumination in the centre than surround. They
conclude that these two pathways, which are quite sepa-
rate peripherally, must be merged together in motion pro-
cessing before the stage of global motion analysis.
Edwards and Badcock [14] have gone on to use the same
method for addressing a different possible division in the
pathways providing motion information - the issue of
'first-order' (or 'Fourier') motion versus 'second order'
(or 'non-Fourier') motion [15]. This difference can be
illustrated by the two kinds of 'dot' that they used
(Fig. 3). First-order motion occurs in the familiar case
where a spot that is brighter than the background is dis-
placed through a succession of positions. Such motion
can be detected by mechanisms that pick out the appro-
priate distribution of luminance in space and time.
However, now consider a spot made up of black and
white pixels, so that its average luminance is the same as
the background. Note also that the pixel pattern can be
unrelated in successive positions of the spot. Something
certainly moves, but that 'something' cannot be picked
out by its distinctive luminance pattern; it requires an
operation that signals a textured region of higher contrast
than the background, irrespective of its luminance struc-
ture on either a fine or coarse scale - in mathematical
terms, it requires a non-linear transformation. This is an
example of second-order motion.
A lot of recent interest has focussed on the question of
whether second-order motion results from non-linear
operations that happen to be built into a single motion
pathway that also detects first-order motion [16], or
whether there is a distinctive non-linear pathway that
responds to second-order stimuli, separate from first-
order detection although ultimately converging with it,
perhaps in MT, to give a common sense of motion [17].
The importance of this issue is in understanding the
means by which perceptual systems can achieve an
invariant representation of shape and motion, even
though these may be defined by quite different initial
properties of the optical image.
Edwards and Badcock used their 'first order' and 'second
order' dots in exactly the way they had used 'ON' and
'OFF' dots in their earlier experiment. This time their
results were more nearly analogous to Croner and
DISPATCH 9
Fig. 3. Dot sequences for first-order and
second-order motion [14]. Unlike the
first-order dots (left), the second-order
dots (right) do not have an overall lumi-
nance difference from their background,
and the samples of random texture of
which they are composed are uncorre-
lated across the sequence of pres-
entations. In the experiments, the dots
appear in successive positions at 50
millisecond intervals.
Albright's with different coloured dots, except that they
were not symmetrical [14]. When first-order dots carried
the motion signal, the coherence threshold depended
only on first-order dots in the noise and second-order
motion did not make any effective contribution. How-
ever, in determining the coherence threshold for second-
order motion, first-order and second-order noise dots
were about equally effective. Edwards and Badcock con-
clude that there must be a pathway for first-order motion
information which is unaffected by second-order stimuli.
This is consistent with several other recent findings
which, by quite diverse experimental routes, support the
idea of distinct mechanisms for perceiving the two types
of motion [18-21].
To explain the asymmetry observed by Edwards and
Badcock, however, the separate pathway that responds to
second-order motion must also be sensitive to first-order
signals. This is not surprising - it is unlikely that the
non-linear operation that extracts the presence of tex-
tured patches would be unresponsive to the luminance
profile of the first-order dots. However, the sequence of a
first-order followed by a second-order pattern has not
been found to generate perceived motion 19,20]. It
remains a theoretical challenge to devise a scheme in
which the non-linear pathway integrates first-order and
second-order dots in global motion processing but not in
the generation of local directional signals.
The different patterns of results obtained with dots that
differ in different ways - colour, ON versus OFF and
first-order versus second-order - make it unlikely that a
general principle of segmentation determines the inter-
action of signal and noise dots in global motion experi-
ments. Rather, the method seems to be revealing which
kinds of motion information share a common route to
the integrative mechanisms believed to operate in area
MT, and which kinds are segregated. Second-order stim-
uli require a special kind of processing, and it is reason-
able that this should be provided in a distinct pathway.
We do not yet understand the functional logic by which
luminance contrasts of opposite sign are merged but
different kinds of chromatic contrast kept separate. As
variable-coherence dot patterns are effective tools for
stimulating MT cells [2] as well as for psychophysical
studies, we can look forward to these questions being
tackled by a convergence of neurophysiological and psy-
chophysical experiments.
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